Saving and Rebuilding Schindler’s Ark
Consultation
SUMMARY
The open consultations on the project document «Saving and Rebuilding Schindler’s
Ark » were undertaken in :



Prague on 20th February, 2019 in the Salomon Community Centre
Brno on 21st February, 2019 in the Low-Beer Villa

The consultations followed the following agenda









Welcome by Moderator (Jan Fingerland , Prague. Ivana Yael Nepalova, Brno)
o Consultation is « open, transparent, apolitical»
o Constructive and practical and how can support
o Debate and different points of view
Presentation – Daniel Low-Beer
o Story of the Low-Beer family
o Oskar and Emilie Schindler
o Partnership family with local team
o Presentation of Consultation Document
 Aims of the Foundation
 The Buildings and Site
 Saving the Ark, now or never
 Rebuilding the Ark
 Who will visit ?
 What are the next steps ?
Presentation - Eva Lustigova
o Arnost Lustig work and life
o Wider links to Czech post war history
o Foundation – the main aims
o Now or Never
Panel discussion
o Prague : Tomas Kraus, Martin Smok, Eva Lustigova, Frantisek Olbert
o Brno : Frantisek Olbert, Anna Sabatova, Eva Lustigova
Open discussion – Questions and Answers, summarised in input to the major
project below

The presentation which was discussed by the panel and with audience questions and
discuss is in Czech and is attached below.
The consultations were translated in English and in Czech by Petra Smolejova.

Major Inputs to the Project
There was good and open discussion on the project, with the following major inputs :
1. Universal Story - Schindler ‘s Ark and List tell a universal story, which is Moravian,
Czech, Jewish, European and also has wider universal appeal.
2. Represent diversity of views on Oskar and Emilie Schindler - The Museum
should also include the several different views on Emilie and Oskar Schindler. It
should represent the diversity of views, and keep the engagement and debate alive,
so visitors can make their own minds up. It should also have specialist seminars of
historians to prepare, present and discuss the different views
3. School Curriculum – The visit and materials should be developed as part of a
teaching curriculum for Czech, Slovak, Austrian, German and European
schoolchildren. It was also suggested Israeli schoolchildren and visitors should be
involved as well, as well as partnership with Yad Vashem. Learning should include
both pre and post visit work. The visit should be integrated into the routine
curriculum in the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Austria and other countries
4. Wider appeal to visitors – At the same time, the site is one of the 2 or 3 most well
known sites of the Second World War. It was stressed that it also has universal
appeal, complimenting other sites, e.g. Terezin and Auschwitz. The debate stressed
that its story has a different emotional tone, it is universal, difficult but also uplifting,
that people can stand up and make a difference
5. Home for other collections - it was stressed that the site should be a home for
other collections, including the Shoah Foundation, the works of Arnost Lustig which
extends the issues to Czech history. In addition the history of the factory should
extend from 1850 to cover the World Wars, Communism, Post Communism and
European history through a factory.
6. Representing other Czech Righteous – it was also suggested that space be made to
show other Czech righteous during the war, in addition to Schindler.
7. Contemporary issues of discrimination – there was also strong input that the
museum should tackle current issues of discrimation in Europe. This can be
additional seminars as well as bringing the story forward in the exhibits to raise
current issues and ask visitors how would they respond now.
8. An ark for seminars – the discussion also suggested that Schindlers Ark should be
open for outside seminars in this unique setting, so it was a living site, engaged with
the present, as well as a museum. It has the space to do so.
9. Moravian Judaism – the basis of the project is a renewed partnership of the LowBeer family with the local population. It is also an important Jewish, Moravian,
Czech and European monument. In doing so it plays a particular role in presenting
Moravian Jewish culture and contributions.
10. European issues – the site would need to present carefully issues of Czech, German,
Austrian and Jewish identity, partnership and history. Rather than a German
building as in the brochure, it should maybe look at how these peoples work
together in Europe, strengths and challenges, past and present.
11. Finalise practical partnerships – the consultations gave considerable input into
the next stage of finalising a few, key partnerships, including the presentations of the
panel, Czech, Jewish, European and international partners. It was stressed that
these should be practically focused on saving and renewing Schindler`s Ark in an
open and apolitical manner.
12. Now or Never – the discussion also realised the need for practical support to save
the buildings from collapse as a priority in the next year. We have a unique
opportunity, but it requires urgent and practical support. It was also suggested that
support can be provided by small donations and crowd financing, which would
reflect the theme that everyone can make a difference.

